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Abstract
The Java Memory Model (JMM) is intended to characterize the meaning of concurrent Java
programs. Because of the model’s complexity, however, its definition cannot be easily trans-
planted within an optimizing Java compiler, even though an important rationale for its design
was to ensure Java compiler optimizations are not unduly hampered because of the language’s
concurrency features. In response, the JSR-133 Cookbook for Compiler Writers [15], an informal
guide to realizing the principles underlying the JMM on different (relaxed-memory) platforms
was developed. The goal of the cookbook is to give compiler writers a relatively simple, yet
reasonably efficient, set of reordering-based recipes that satisfy JMM constraints.
In this paper, we present the first formalization of the cookbook, providing a semantic basis
upon which the relationship between the recipes defined by the cookbook and the guarantees
enforced by the JMM can be rigorously established. Notably, one artifact of our investigation is
that the rules defined by the cookbook for compiling Java onto Power are inconsistent with the
requirements of the JMM, a surprising result, and one which justifies our belief in the need for
formally provable definitions to reason about sophisticated (and racy) concurrency patterns in
Java, and their implementation on modern-day relaxed-memory hardware.
Our formalization enables simulation arguments between an architecture-independent inter-
mediate representation of the kind suggested by [15] with machine abstractions for Power and
x86. Moreover, we provide fixes for cookbook recipes that are inconsistent with the behaviors
admitted by the target platform, and prove the correctness of these repairs.
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1 Introduction
A decade ago, the semantics of concurrent Java programs, the Java Memory Model (JMM),
was revised and redefined [17]. This revision, which was adopted as part of the official
Java specification [13] had multiple purposes. First, it was intended to replace the previous
specification which disallowed many common architectural and compiler optimizations of
Java programs that were found in many state-of-the-art JVMs. Second, it formalized,
using a rather complicated axiomatic semantics, the possible behaviors of concurrent Java
programs. Having a formalization, the DRF-guarantee [1] – establishing that programs that
do not have data races (DRF) in their Sequentially Consistent (SC) semantics, can only
exhibit SC behavior, even when executed on non-SC hardware – could be formally proved [5].
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Unfortunately, due to the complexity of the formalism, many desirable properties of the
semantics were not met, and many undesirable properties were not prevented [19]. In light of
these shortcomings, there is currently a community effort to better understand and reconsider
the definition of the JMM [12].
A testament to the complexity of the JMM specification is the The JSR-133 Cookbook
for Compiler Writers [15], an informal guide to implementing the JMM in different computer
architectures. This document is intended to aid Java compiler writers to provide safe,
reasonably efficient implementations, that nonetheless satisfy the JMM requirements. Unlike
the JMM, the high-level semantics of Java concurrency is described operationally, in terms of
memory instruction reorderings, thus defining the relaxed behaviors a program may exhibit,
in a form suitable for reasoning about the correctness of compiler optimizations.
One of the reasons why the current JMM specification is so complex is that it attempts to
uniformly capture the set of memory relaxations induced by both relaxed-memory platforms
as well as common compiler optimizations deemed necessary to provide performant Java
implementations. A recent effort [9] has considered an alternative approach, namely giving
a semantics to Java that captures only the relaxations permitted by the TSO (Total Store
Ordering) memory model found on x86 architectures [21]. One could attempt to implement
this flavor of Java in weaker architectures such as Power [24], but this is a substantially more
challenging exercise; simply retrofitting the TSO-aware semantics developed in [9] for Power
would incur a high performance cost, necessitating injection of low-level synchronization
operations between normal variable memory accesses to ensure TSO behavior.
The following question thus presents itself: what is the strongest memory model that
would be both (1) efficiently implementable – not requiring synchronization at the low level
for non-volatile variables – in architectures as relaxed as Power, and (2) yet have a tractable
formal semantics amenable to the rigorous proofs needed to demonstrate compiler correctness
arguments à la CompcertTSO [20]? As a corollary, we also wish to understand the semantics
of current implementations of JVMs with respect to the memory model they support. JVMs
ensure their implementations are consistent with the JMM by making conservative decisions
on synchronization and shared-memory accesses. We are interested in determining if there
is a middle ground between the behaviors admitted by relaxed-memory architectures and
the JMM, which provides a more tractable, perhaps stronger semantics than the JMM, but
which provides nonetheless an acceptable performance for modern Java applications.
At first glance, it would appear that many of these questions are answered in [15]. However,
given that [15] is an informal document, with no clear – let alone formal – semantic definitions,
and no guarantees that the rules defined are correct, we consider a methodology to formalize
the semantics induced by its “recipes”, deriving as an important by-product, a provable
validation that some of the minimal guarantees required by the JMM are satisfied. In this
sense, our goals are broadly similar to [6], which provides a provably correct compilation
strategy of C++11 into Power. However, operating as we do in the Java context, our
challenges are substantially different; not only must our formalization cope uniformly with
different architectures given the platform agnostic definition of the JMM, but it must also
deal explicitly with a number of JMM-specific features such as its support for “roach-motel”
reorderings, explicitly established as a requirement of the JMM [17]. These issues make it
infeasible to seamlessly transplant the results from approaches like [6]. Unlike [6], we do
not provide a concrete compilation strategy – indicating for example that a fence has to be
emitted immediately after a volatile store – but rather indicate minimal constraints that
must be satisfied by any such strategy – for example a fence must exists in between a volatile
store and any subsequent memory action –. We do this to allow flexibility to capture systems
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like Octet [7] where the fences might be added in garbage collection safe points for example.
This follows the spirit of [15].
Perhaps surprisingly, the relation between [17] and [15] has not been considered formally
before, and notably our results show that the rules implied by [15] for Power are at odds
with the requirements of the JMM.1 Concretely, while working on our proofs we found a
counter-example to the DRF requirement of the JMM if the rules of [15] are used for Power.
The example in question is the infamous IRIW litmus test – reproduced below – considering
only volatile variables instead of normal variables. In Java, concurrent conflicting accesses to
volatile variables are not considered to form a data races. We display the example below
with each thread in a column, and we consider that the object o is shared among all threads,
with volatile fields v and w. Variables starting with r are local to each thread.
o.v = o.w = 0 & both fields are volatile
o.v = 1; ‖ o.w = 1; ‖ r0 = o.v; ‖ r2 = o.w;
‖ ‖ r1 = o.w; ‖ r3 = o.v;
Is r0 = r2 = 1 & r1 = r3 = 0 allowed?
The behavior in question cannot be produced by an SC semantics. However, this behavior
is possible in Power [24]. Moreover, inserting lwsync Power barriers in between the two
reads in the reading threads would not prevent this behavior from happening as documented
in [24, 8].2 Unfortunately, lwsync was the barrier of choice recommended by [15] when our
work was started to prevent this relaxation.3 We tried this Java example in a Power 7
machine, and were able to reproduce the erroneous behavior in the two different JVM’s
we tested4, indicating that this is not simply a theoretical inconvenience, but a critical
dichotomy between desired semantics and implementations. Our discussions with several
VM implementors indicate that (a) the cookbook was heavily used as a crucial reference,
given the complexity of the official specification, and (b) some implementations are aware of
the bug noted above, while others are not; given the subtlety and complexity of the JMM,
and the lack of consensus among implementors on a proper implementation strategy, the
anecdotal evidence makes clear that a cookbook-like document is quite necessary, with a
provably correct version even more so. To highlight the subtlety of the issues involved, parts
of the cookbook were in fact changed [6] in response to advances in the formalization of
processor memory models (e.g., [16, 24]), but in the absence of a formal definition, those
changes did not remediate the issues noted here.
The contributions of this paper are:
1. We formalize (operationally) the semantics of compiling concurrency features in Java as
described by [15] into the x86 and Power relaxed-memory architectures.
2. Notably, our high-level semantics propagates the relaxations admitted by Power to normal
Java variables. Our choice to propagate Power semantics for normal variables into a
high-level semantics is motivated by the fact that any stronger semantics at the high-level
would impose synchronization operations for normal variables in Power. This would most
likely greatly degrade the performance of concurrent Java programs in Power, which is on
1 Of course, many of the architectures considered in [15] were not as well understood by the research
community at the time it was published.
2 The behavior manifests because lwsync imposes no constraints on when the stores performed by the
first two threads become visible to the readers.
3 At the time of this writing, December 2014, the cookbook has been updated based on our findings.
4 The example failed on IBM’s JVM and Jikes RVM. Similar examples failed in Fiji’s realtime JVM
implementation on ARM 7.
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the one hand unnecessary given the JMM definition, and on the other hand not required
by [15]. We consider this to be a minimal performance requirement for any acceptably
efficient implementation of the JMM on Power. Given that Power is one of the weakest
architectural memory models yet studied, we consider that our high-level semantics serves
as an upper bound of how strong a JMM could be, without penalizing weak architectures
like Power.
3. [15] uses an intermediate representation to express memory operation reorderings. We
formalize this intermediate representation, and prove a simulation argument between
source-level programs and programs compiled to this IR, and establish an inclusion
property between behaviors allowed by the target architectures (x86 and Power) and this
IR.
4. We additionally formalize the different target architectures we consider in the same
framework, and when the rules of [15] are correct we prove that they are so. Additionally,
we identify the rules that do not produce correct implementations, and propose corrections,
which we then prove sufficient to enforce the expected high-level semantics (e.g., volatile
variables must exhibit SC semantics). Our findings have been propagated to the current
revision of [15].
5. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first formal attempt to relate the high-level
semantics of the JMM with low-level architectural implementations as described in [15].
We emphasize that it is not our aim to provide a new memory model for Java – which
presumably would be weaker than our IR to allow for additional relaxations –, instead we
are simply using [15] as a harness for how existing implementations manifest the rules of the
JMM. In short, we are documenting the ad-hoc model that implementors use.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section provides additional
motivation and gives an overview of our approach and proof structure. Section 3 presents the
syntax and single-threaded semantics of the core language studied in terms of an abstract
machine that admits weak memory behavior. Section 4 extends the semantics to deal with
concurrency features found in cookbook-high, a language that supports normal references
(with a Power-style relaxation) and volatile references, as well as locks. Section 5 describes
a low-level intermediate representation (cookbook-low) that implements memory barriers,
and does not support volatile references. We define the conditions necessary to compile
cookbook-high into this IR, and provide a simulation result between executions in the low
and high languages. Section 6 defines the semantics for x86 and Power in terms of our core
language, and establishes a correspondence between cookbook-low programs and programs
compiled to these architectures. Related work and conclusions are given in Sections 7 and 8,
resp.
2 Overview
Consider the requirements of the JMM with respect to the implementation of synchronization
operations, and its relation to the rules provided by the cookbook document. A driving
principle of the JMM, dubbed the roach motel semantics [17], is that increasing the syn-
chronization of a program cannot add new observable behaviors to it. The synchronization
operations, formally defined in [17], include locking and volatile memory access operations.5
5 Thread creation, termination, and object initialization are also synchronization operations, but they are
not relevant for the ideas discussed here.
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Table 1 High-level Roach-Motel Semantics Rules.
1st Op.\2nd Op. Normal Load / Store Volatile Load / Lock Volatile Store / Unlock
Normal Load / Store No
Volatile Load / Lock No No No
Volatile Store / Unlock No No
The roach motel principle implies that all program transformations which increase the
happens-before [14] relation of the program – which captures the causality relation of a
program enforced through its synchronization actions (locks and volatile accesses) – should
be allowed by the memory model. Pragmatically, this means that normal memory operations
following a volatile write can be reordered before it, since the resulting program imposes
additional synchronization not required by the former. Similarly, normal memory operations
preceding a volatile read can be reordered after it. An argument similar to the case of volatile
writes applies to unlock operations (a monitorexit in Java bytecote), and the same is true
for volatile reads with respect to lock operations (monitorenter). These observations justify
the first table presented in the cookbook [15], that describes the reorderings possible at the
highest-level considered in that document. We reproduce this table in Table 1. The table
indicates that two operations can be reordered if the cell is empty, and that they cannot if
the cell is marked “No”; the first operation is sampled from the rows and the second one from
the columns. Data and control dependencies are assumed to be respected by the cookbook
tables. Then, for instance two normal memory operations on different references can be
freely reordered, but any two synchronization operations cannot.
Intermediate Representation
Before presenting the requirements for the implementation of these operations for a specific
architecture, the cookbook introduces an intermediate low-level representation in which
memory operations are not assumed to have inherent ordering semantics; instead, operation
ordering is imposed through the use of additional barrier – or fence – instructions, that
guard the kind of reordering permissible between two memory accesses. At this level, volatile
memory operations are assumed to be “implemented” using normal memory operations –
corresponding to the operations provided by the ISA of the target architectures –, and the
ordering constraints of Table 1 have to be enforced rather than assumed. This intermediate
representation assumes that there is a different barrier to prevent the reordering of any two
kind of memory operations if the barrier is emitted by the code in between these two accesses.
For example, two read operations can be prevented from being reordered if a Load to Load
barrier (LoadLoad) is emitted in between them by the thread. Similar fences exist between
stores and loads, loads and stores and two consecutive stores. Table 2 presents the kind of
barriers that must be introduced in this intermediate representation to enforce the semantics
of Java delineated by Table 1. This is the second table of [15].
Given the lack of a precise semantics for normal load and store instructions, it is difficult
to formally establish the correspondence between the high- and low-level versions. Our first
contribution (section 4) is the definition of a tractable semantics for these two layers that
enables the correctness proof of the rules relating these two tables.
In [15], tables are presented which for each architecture relate the instructions from
the corresponding ISA to implement each of the barriers described above. We postpone
the discussion of how we establish the correspondence between low-level cookbook barriers
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Table 2 Low-level Cookbook: Barriers Required.
1st Op.\2nd Op. Normal Load Normal Store Volatile Load/Lock Volatile Store/Unlock
Normal Load LoadStore
Normal Store StoreStore
Volatile Load/Lock LoadLoad LoadStore LoadLoad LoadStore
Volatile Store/Unlock StoreLoad StoreStore
and architecture-specific instructions until section 6. Notably this final table provides only
translations for the barrier instructions, leaving normal operations unrestricted.
Store-Atomicity Relaxation
A limitation of the cookbook document is that the argumentation is made in terms of
operation reorderings, which disregards store-atomicity – or write-atomicity – which allows
write operations to be propagated to different threads at different times, a relaxation permitted
by some architectures, including Power and ARM [24, 3]. One could imagine providing a
semantics which considers reordering of operations as the only source of relaxations in the
style of the TSO, PSO and RMO [27] memory models. However, this would be insufficient
to capture certain important relaxations that are permitted by architectures with weaker
memory models; the following example (similar to the example WRC of [24]) illustrates this
issue.
o.f = o′.f = NULL
o.f = o′ ‖ (o.f).f = o ‖ r0 = o′.f ;
‖ ‖ r1 = r0.f
r0 = o & r1 = NULL?
(1)
This program has three threads, which share two objects o and o′, each with a single field
f initially NULL. We assume that the type of the field f is the same as the type of o and
o′. In the result indicated at the end, we have that r0 = o, therefore it must be the case
that the read of o′.f in the third thread returns the object o. Indeed this is possible if the
first thread executes first, then the second thread dereferences o.f obtaining o′ and after
that it writes o into o′.f . Now we can fullfil the read of r0 in the third thread. It is obvious
that the read of r0.f in the third thread cannot happen before r0 has obtained its value
through the previous read. Therefore these two reads cannot be reordered. In that case,
if the only source of relaxation is reordering, the read r0.f which in actuality is a read of
o.f must see the value o′, since all reorderings are prevented through data dependencies.
This final result cannot be produced by a reordering-only memory model. However, this is
a possible behavior in Power, since a write-atomicity relaxation could mean that the write
of the first thread is only propagated to the second, but not the third thread, allowing the
third thread to read NULL for r1. To admit such behavior, it is then necessary to introduce
write-atomicity relaxations existent in Power within the (low-level) cookbook semantics to
avoid over-synchronizing normal memory accesses. This motivates the semantics we present
in section 4.
Proof Structure
Figure 1 illustrates the overall proof structure that we follow in our work. At the top level,
we have the semantics of the JMM as described in [17], or rather the improved version of [19].
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Java Memory Model
Cookbook High (volatiles and locks)
Cookbook Low (fences and cas)
x86 Power
⊆
⊆
⊆ ⊆
Figure 1 Models above PowerMM exhibit Write-Atomicity Relaxations.
Below this level, we have a high-level, architecture-agnostic, operational semantics which
adopts Power semantics for normal variables, and SC semantics for volatile variables and
locks. We denote this semantics by cookbook-high. One level down, we have the intermediate
representation that contains only normal memory accesses and barriers. Finally, at the
bottom of the figure we have the semantics of the Power and x86 architectures, of which Power
offers a more relaxed semantics. We establish a backwards simulation between the high and
low-level definitions of the cookbook, show that high-level cookbook semantics respects the
JMM, and that our low-level cookbook definition properly captures the behaviors admitted
by x86 and Power.
In the next section we will introduce our unifying language and semantic artifacts that
make our simulations and proofs possible.
3 A Language
We define an operational semantics for a relaxed memory framework inspired by [8]. We
describe different memory models using the same basic syntax for the different languages
discussed in the previous section. For example, the semantics of the top-level language that
we consider (akin to a Java bytecode) includes a treatment of volatile variables; volatiles,
however, do not appear in lower-level languages. Additionally, the languages that model
specific architectures add barrier instructions, which are not present in higher-level languages.
We first introduce the main languages considered:
Cookbook-High: This is the top-level language, and is intended to model the memory-
model related concerns of a Java-bytecode like language. As such it contains: (a) Normal
references, which are the normal fields and variables of a Java program; (b) Volatile
references, which are variables subject to strict ordering and visibility constraints as
dictated by [17]. For example, volatile variables should have SC semantics when considered
in isolation; and, (c) Locks used to represent the mutually-exclusive lock in a Java monitor.
As with volatile references, locks are subject to strict visibility and ordering constraints [17].
We do not concern ourselves with a proper definition of “object” in this work, since this
notion is irrelevant for the memory-model issues being studied. We reiterate that this
language, keeping in the spirit of Java bytecode, contains no barrier (or fence) operations.
Cookbook-Low: This is an intermediate representation used in [15] to establish the barriers
needed to impose ordering at lower-levels to implement the semantics of cookbook-high.
This language serves to bridge the gap between the cookbook-high language and multiple
target architectures, each of which have their own ISA that implements different barriers
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and memory models. The main difference between cookbook-low w.r.t. cookbook-high are:
(a) cookbook-low has no notion of volatile reference. References that are volatile at the
top-level are considered as ordinary normal references in this level, and (b) cookbook-low
provides barrier instructions, to prevent the local reordering of certain type of instructions.
For instance, the syntax 〈l|s〉 in this language is used to guarantee that a load memory
accesses (i.e. a read) issued by a thread prior to the execution of the barrier cannot
be performed later than any store operation (i.e. write) issued after the barrier by
the same thread. This language includes all the barriers presented in [15]. This is a
common intermediate representation that is subsequently compiled to each different target
architecture.
Power (PPC): This language, although expressed as a functional core, is intended to model
the Power architecture as documented in [24, 8]. The main differences between this
language and cookbook-low are: (a) this language implements the actual barrier in-
structions of Power, that is lwsync and sync as opposed to the more abstract barriers of
cookbook-low6, and (b) unlike the barriers of cookbook-low, these barriers have a global
meaning (potentially involving more than one thread) as documented in [24, 8].
TSO (x86): This language represents the TSO memory model of x86 processors [21]. It has
only one barrier instruction, namely mfence. It also has a cas() instruction, used in the
implementation of locks.
3.1 Syntax
The syntax of our core language is a simple first-order language equipped with references,
volatile references for cookbook-high, locks, conditionals and boolean values and operators.
As mentioned earlier, we have different barrier instructions at different levels of our languages,
which are part of the syntax. The syntax of our language is in ANF [11] to simplify the
definition of evaluation contexts, and sequencing of operations, which is irrelevant for our
purposes. Our source level syntax involves the following semantic categories:
x, y ∈ Var p ∈ Ptr p ∈ Vptr ` ∈ Locks
Var represent variables with substitution semantics, Ptr represent normal pointers, Vptr
represent volatile pointers, and Locks represent locks.
We present the syntax of our language in Figure 2. As customary, the values of the
language, represented by the set Val, include variables (a convenience to have our language in
ANF), booleans, references, volatile references, locks and a special unit value () to represent
termination. Expressions in our language, represented by the set Expr contain all values, and
boolean operators, which are implicit and ranged over by the metavariable ⊕. Commands
include the standard skip, sequence and a simple let-binding construct to evaluate complex
boolean expressions. Moreover, we have standard conditionals, reference creation, assignment,
and dereferencing.
For the cookbook-high language, we include a number of commands (in red) which operate
on volatile variables and locks. Unlike Java, cookbook-high has special syntax to operate
over volatile references. We do not consider programs that use the volatile syntax to access
normal references, nor the converse.7 This assumption will be made precise when presenting
6 We only consider a subset (namely the ones needed by [15]) of available Power barriers in our development.
7 In Java the distinction between volatile and normal memory accesses can be made through the type of a
field. Here we assume a distinguished syntactic form, and implicitly consider only programs that make
consistent assumptions in the syntax and runtime about volatile accesses.
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v ∈ Val ::= x | tt | ff | p | p | ` | ()
e ∈ Expr ::= v | e⊕ e
c ∈ L ::= v | skip | c0 ; c1
| let x = e in c
| if v then c0 else c1 fi
| let x = new v in c
| v0 := v1
| let x = !y in c
| let x = newv v in c
| v0 :=v v1
| let x = !vy in c
| lock x | unlock x | b
b ∈ Synccbl ::= 〈s|l〉 | 〈l|l〉
| 〈l|s〉 | 〈s|s〉
b ∈ Synctso ::= mfence
| let x = cas(y) in c
b ∈ Syncppc ::= lwsync
| sync
Figure 2 Syntax. The statements in red are present in Cookbook-High only. The synchronization
statements b in blue depend on the language being considered.
the cookbook-high memory semantics. The first three commands in red create, store and
read a volatile reference, respectively. The commands lock x and unlock x assume that the
variable x will adopt a lock value at runtime and roughly represent the monitorenter and
monitorexit bytecode instructions of Java.
Finally, the languages at levels lower than cookbook-high contain a number of barrier
instructions. We add these to the syntax, and will restrict their usage according to the
language being considered. In the case of x86, we consider a cas() instruction that atomically
queries and updates a memory location. In our restricted language, the argument x to cas(x)
is assumed to be a reference, which if it is initially ff will be set to tt, returning tt; otherwise,
the operation has no effect, and returns ff .
3.2 Semantics
Our semantics follows [8] which models states in terms of configurations with rewriting rules
that dictate how programs can reduce or perform effects on that state. The state is a triple,
(σ, δ,T) comprising: (1) a store σ which is a mapping from references (and volatile references)
to their current value, (2) a thread system T, which is a mapping from thread identifiers
– sampled from the set T id and ranged with the metavariable t – to runtime commands
(i.e. elements of L where some variables have been substituted by runtime values). These
commands represent the continuation of the original command of thread t, and finally (3)
what we shall call a temporary store, which is represented by the metavariable δ. A temporary
store is a sequence8 of pending memory operations associated with their originating thread
identifiers. They represent operations that have been issued by the threads, but not yet fully
synchronized with the memory (σ), and the other threads. In essence, an operation in δ, is
an operation that has been issued, perhaps has been partially executed, potentially made
visible to some threads but not all, which the memory system will have to commit at a later
point in time. Different rules for committing the operations in the temporary store allow
us to define different ordering and visibility components that collectively define a memory
model.
8 We use the notation δ · δ′ for sequence concatenation, and  to denote the empty sequence.
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Memory Operations
mo ∈ Opr ::= tvρ | evρ
| wrW,I%,µ | rd%,µ | rdρ,µ
| vwr%,µ | vrd%,µ | vrdρ,µ
| lkµ | ulµ | b
Single-Thread StepJrK(σ, δ, t) = (mo, c)
(σ, δ, (t,E[r])‖T) mo−−→
t
(σ, δ · (t,mo), (t,E[c′])‖T)
JrK(σ, δ, t) =

(τ,()) if r = skip
(τ, c) if r = v ; c
(tρ, c0) if r = (if ρ then c0 else c1)
(eρ, c1) if r = (if ρ then c0 else c1)
(ttt , c0) if r = (if tt then c0 else c1)
(eff , c1) if r = (if ff then c0 else c1)
(τ, c[x← µ]) if r = let x = µ in c
(rd%,ρ, c[x← ρ]) if r = let x = !% in c & free ρ in δ
(vrd%,ρ, c[x← ρ]) if r = let x = !v% in c & free ρ in δ
(wr{t}%,µ, ()) if r = (% := µ)
(vwr%,µ, ()) if r = (% :=v µ)
(wr{t}p,µ, c[x← p]) if r = let x = new µ in c & free p in δ, σ
(vwrp,v, c[x← p]) if r = let x = newv µ in c & free p in δ, σ
(b, ()) if r = b
(lkµ, ()) if r = lock µ
(ulµ, ()) if r = unlock µ
Figure 3 Single thread semantics. Thread composition (no memory actions).
The dynamic semantics captured by this framework thus allows (a) threads to contribute
(by executing their code) memory operations into the temporary store δ; and (b) the memory
system to take care of committing these operations in the main memory σ, and synchronizing
the memory operations of all threads.
Intra-thread Semantics
The contribution of each thread to the temporary store is presented as a reduction semantics
decomposing each command into a reducible expression (redex) and an evaluation context.
Our semantics preserves the invariant that at runtime each command can be decomposed
into a unique evaluation context and a redex, or it contains an error, in which case we
disregard the computation. Below is our definition of evaluation contexts, and evaluation
context application.
E ::= [] | E ; c E[c] =
{
c if E = []
E′[c] ; c′ if E = E′ ; c′
To the set of values presented in Figure 2 we add a category of runtime placeholder values
used to delay the effects of reads without blocking the execution of subsequent instructions
in the program (these are called Identifiers in [8]).
ρ ∈ PlHold % ∈ PlHoldPtr ::= p | p | ρ µ ∈ PholdVal ::= v | ρ
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The set PlHold contains an infinite set of values – ranged over by ρ – that will be used at
runtime to stand in place of an actual value returned by a read (similar to the semantics of
futures in [10]). We will use the metavariable % to range over placeholder values or reference
values (both normal and volatile), which can appear in the left hand side of an assignment,
or in a dereferencing instruction. We will use the more general metavariable µ to range
over placeholders or any other value, which can appear in the program anywhere a value is
expected.
Using these placeholders, each time a read redex is to be reduced, we do not immediately
query the memory, but instead generate a read operation in the temporary store, where a
fresh placeholder takes the place of the value that will be queried at a later point in the
execution. Hence, our semantics preserves the invariant that any placeholder value appearing
in a program must have been generated by a prior read operation, which is still uncommitted
(i.e. the memory system has not returned a value for it yet). Once the read operation is
committed, all placeholders are replaced with the appropriate value. Finally, we remark that
placeholders are not storable values. Thus, writes to memory can only be committed if they
contain an actual value in Val. The top left of Figure 3 defines the contributions of each
thread to the temporary store.
Our language permits a light form of branch speculation, achieved by predicting a branch
when a placeholder value is the condition of an if instruction. An operation tvρ represent
the speculation of a then branch (where any of v or ρ could be absent). This operation
is contributed by a thread taking a then branch, where the condition of the branch is a
placeholder (ρ). If the conditional is evaluated on a value (v) instead, tv is produced, which
is not really a speculation, since the value of the condition is known. In the case of a real
speculation, at a later point, the value of placeholder ρ will be substituted (say by v), and
the operation will be substituted by tvρ (we need to keep track of the placeholder to enforce
ordering constraints w.r.t. speculations). Clearly, if v is a ff this will be a mis-speculation
since we are considering a then branch, and we will simply disregard the miss-predicted trace.
Note that when the condition of a branch is a placeholder, a branch can always proceed
given that the placeholder is later substituted with a value that matches the prediction (i.e.
tttρ ). Similarly evρ represents the speculation of an else branch.
The second line of operations corresponds to memory operations on normal references.
For the time being, we disregard the action rdρ,µ which will be considered when presenting
the semantics of the memory system. The first action, wrW,I%,µ is a write action emitted by a
thread. The components % and µ are the reference (or placeholder) that is being written,
and the value (or placeholder) that is being written into it. Additionally, to capture the
semantics of atomicity relaxations of Power, each write operation in the temporary store
contains a set W of thread identifiers, indicating which thread can currently see this write –
even before the write is executed in the memory. For instance, a write event wrW∪{t}p,v can be
seen by reads of thread t before reaching the memory (σ). When threads emit write events
the set W contains only the current thread {t} (simulating store-buffers à la TSO). Similarly,
the set I represents a set of placeholder values whose originating read has been fulfilled by
this write. This component is only used to give semantics to Power barriers. Throughout
the paper, whenever any of these sets are empty we will omit them for readability. Read
memory operations rd%,µ correspond to the issuance of a read operation, on reference (or
placeholder) % whose return value (or placeholder) is µ. Initially, µ will always be a fresh
placeholder value. Later, the memory system will substitute this placeholder by a concrete
value read from memory.
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(σ, (t, ttt) · δ,T) ↪→sc (σ, δ,T)
(σ, (t, eff ) · δ,T) ↪→sc (σ, δ,T)
(σ, δ0 · (t,wrp,v) · δ1,T) ↪→sc (σ[p← v], δ0 · δ1,T)
[
δ0
x
sc (t,wrp,ρ)
]
(σ, δ0 · (t, rdp,ρ) · δ1,T) ↪→sc (σ, δ0 · (δ1[ρ← v]),T[ρ← v])
[
δ0
x
sc (t, rdp,ρ) & σ(p) = v
]
(σ, δ0 · (t,vwrp,v) · δ1,T) ↪→sc (σ[p← v], δ0 · δ1,T)
[
δ0
x
sc (t,vwrp,ρ)
]
(σ, δ0 · (t,vrdp,ρ) · δ1,T) ↪→sc (σ, δ0 · (δ1[ρ← v]),T[ρ← v])
[
δ0
x
sc (t,vrdp,ρ) & σ(p) = v
]
Figure 4 Sequential Consistent Memory: Load, Store and Conditionals. (Side conditions included
between brackets.)
The third line presents exactly the same operations, this time generated by instructions
that operate on volatile references. Importantly, the action vwr%,µ does not share the
components W, and I with its normal counterpart, a consequence of the fact that volatile
variables only have SC semantics, and therefore will be processed directly from the memory.
Finally, the operations lkµ and ulµ are contributions of lock and unlock instructions
on the lock value µ. In the dynamics of the program, µ needs to be a lock value (`), or a
placeholder value that will be eventually substituted by a lock value. The last operation, b,
represents barrier instructions, and corresponds to the synchronization actions of Figure 2.
With this definition of memory operations, we can precisely define temporary stores as being
sequences of pairs of a thread identifier and a memory operation: δ ∈ (T id ×Opr)∗.
The semantics of intra-thread (sequential) computation is given in the rest of Figure 3.
At the bottom of Figure 3 we presents the definition of JrK(σ, δ, t), a function that takes as
input a redex r, a store σ, a temporary store δ, and a thread id t returning a pair containing:
(1) the memory operation to be added to the temporary store (where τ represents a reduction
with no memory operation), and (2) the continuation of the command to be executed. Note
that the only place where this definition uses the store σ and the temporary store δ is in
choosing a fresh placeholder value for reads and a free location for reference creation.
The rule Single-Thread Step at the top right of the figure, shows how each thread
contributes to the temporary store in a full configuration. We take (t, c) ‖ T to be the
extension of T to T′ = T[t← c].
Before proceeding with the semantics of the memory system, we remark that for lack
of space, we defer the treatment of locks to Appendix B of the extended version of the
paper [22]. Importantly, the treatment of locks is similar to the treatment of volatile variables
as hinted by Table 1. Therefore, most arguments that apply to a volatile load apply to a
lock instruction, and similarly a volatile store with an unlock. We only consider locks in the
paper in the tables, to show that their treatment corresponds with the respective volatile
operations.9
Sequential Consistency
We illustrate how to encode sequential consistency (SC) using this semantics in Figure 4.
We indicate between square brackets “[]” side conditions that apply to each of the rules on
the right hand side of the figure. To describe the semantics, we define a conflict relation
between memory operations which is necessary to describe when two memory operations are
9 The treatment of locks can be found in the extended version of this paper [22].
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(in-)dependent, and therefore cannot be reordered. For SC, the conflict relation includes all
pairs.
∀mo,mo′, mo#scmo′
The memory semantics uses a commutativity predicate between a temporary store and a pair
of a thread and a memory operation. This predicate states when a memory operation can
bypass the operations in the given temporary store. For SC, commutativity is characterized
by the following requirement stating that actions of the same thread cannot bypass each
other in the temporary store:
δ
x
sc (t,mo) ⇐⇒ ∀(t,mo′) ∈ δ, ¬((t,mo′)#sc(t,mo))
Other memory models will have different commutativity predicates, and we anticipate that
only in the case of Power, this predicate will involve more than the simple conflict relation
(#). Notice that since SC does not have write atomicity relaxations we have no rules that
can extend the set W of writes, nor the set I of placeholders, which we omitted. It is not
hard to see that this semantics imposes SC since all read operations are performed, in-order,
from the store σ.
4 Cookbook Semantics
Table 3 captures the conflict relation induced by [15] (extending Table 1 with our memory
operations) and we will use it to parameterize the semantics of the cookbook-high language.
That table does not impose ordering constraints between two normal memory accesses
(and indeed no memory barriers are systematically added between these), which are then
considered to be as relaxed as the target architecture allows for normal memory accesses.
Of all the target architectures that we consider in this work, the weakest is Power. We will
then assume that at the cookbook-high semantics, the behaviors allowed by Power memory
operations are propagated for memory operations on normal Java references. We notice that
while it is possible to enforce a stricter semantics by adding fences in between normal memory
accesses, this would likely severely impact the performance of even sequential programs, a
clearly undesirable result.
The resulting semantics then adheres to Power behavior for normal memory accesses
(cf. [8]), and SC for volatiles. This is what we refer to as cookbook-high, and it is what we
use to prove our correctness results. We concede that a weaker semantics for non-volatile
variables could be considered, as it is indeed the case in the JMM [17], at the expense of
more complicated and subtle reasoning to prove soundness of low-level implementations.
In this work, we consider a strict interpretation of the rules of [15]. We use relational
notation to capture the information found in these tables. We write mo#chmo′ to signify
that a pair of memory operations mo and mo′ have a conflict, if and mo defines a row and
mo′ defines a column, and the matching entry in the table has a conflict symbol # , or the
condition in the entry is met by the memory operations (up to the obvious substitutions of
formal parameters; for example wrp#ch wrp). This conflict relation will be used to know
when two actions of the same thread can commute in the temporary store with each other,
denoted (t,mo) xch (t,mo′).
However, the fact that this semantics has write-atomicity relaxations as explained before
implies that to preserve a consistent semantics we need to impose constraints between
different threads on the commutativity of operations. For instance, a read action that sees a
write before the latter has been made visible to all threads – a read-early action – cannot be
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Table 3 Cookbook-High Conflict Relation (#ch).
1st\2nd rdp′ rdρ′ rdρ′ wrp′ wrρ′ vrdp′ vrdp′ vwrp′ lk`′ ul`′
rdp p = p′ # # #
rdρ # # # #
rdρ # #
wr_,Ip p = p′ # ρ′ ∈ I p = p′ # # #
wrρ # # # # # # #
vrdp # # # # # # # # # #
vrdp # # # # # # # # # #
vwrp # # # # #
lk` # # # # # # # # # #
ul` # # # # #
accepted as performed by the issuing thread – committed – before the write is performed
made visible to all threads. Hence, we overload the conflict relation (#) to pairs of a thread
and a memory operation. The minimal requirements for this relation are presented using the
notation #J :
% = %′ or % ∈ PlHold and t′ ∈ W or I 6= ∅ 6= I ′ ⇒ (t,wr
W,I
% ) #J (t′,wrW
′,I′
% )
(t,wrW,I% ) #J (t′, rd%′)
(2)
(t,wrW,I∪{ρ}) #J (t′, rdρ) (3)
% = %′ or % ∈ PlHold ⇒ (t, rd%) #J (t,wr%′) (4)
% = %′ or % ∈ PlHold and t′ ∈ W ∪ {t} ⇒ (t,wrW% ) #J (t′,wr%′) (5)
(t, rdρ) #J (t, t_ρ ) and (t, rdρ) #J (t, e_ρ )
(t, t_ρ ) #J (t,wr) and (t, e_ρ ) #J (t,wr)
(6)
Condition (2) implies the obvious data dependencies between a write action and a subsequent
action on the same reference by the same thread. Notice that a placeholder can potentially
represent any reference, and hence, when the target of a write is undefined, any action by the
same thread potentially conflicts with it. Moreover, the condition states that if a write action
by t has been made visible to t′, then this write action will conflict with subsequent actions
on the same reference (with a conservative over-approximation for placeholders) by thread t′.
Finally, it establishes that a write that has been seen early (I 6= ∅) conflicts with any other
action on the same reference (cf. placeholder), either after or before (I ′ 6= ∅). Condition 3
establishes a natural constraint between an early write, and any early read that used this
write. Condition 4 is similar to the first constraint established by 2, except that it operates
on a read followed by a write of the same thread. Condition 5 requires that writes that
potentially target the same reference be kept in order if the first has been made visible to the
thread issuing the second. Finally, condition 6 requires that a speculation action be ordered
w.r.t. the read action that originated the value of the conditional; and that write actions
(following [24]) cannot bypass prior speculative branching actions. Since volatile references
are not subject to write-atomicity relaxations, their constraints are fully defined by Table 3.
In particular, many of the constraints in #J take a conservative approach when relating
placeholder values, whose target references are not known (e.g. Equation 2). However, when
relating a normal memory access and a volatile access in cookbook-high, even if one or both
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(SC) Speculation Commit
(σ, (t,mo) · δ,T) ↪→ch (σ, δ,T)
[
mo ∈ {tttρ , effρ }
]
(VW) Volatile Write
(σ, δ0 · (t,vwrp,v) · δ1,T) ↪→ch (σ[p← v], δ0 · δ1,T)
[
δ0
x
ch (t,vwrp,v)
]
(VR) Volatile Read
(σ, δ0 · (t,vrdp,ρ) · δ1,T) ↪→ch (σ, δ0 · (t,vrdρ,v) · (δ1[ρ← v]),T[ρ← v])
[
σ(p) = v
δ0
x
ch (t,vrdp,ρ)
]
(VRC) Volatile Read Commit
(σ, δ0 · (t,vrdρ,v) · δ1,T) ↪→ch (σ, δ0 · δ1,T)
[
δ0
x
ch (t,vrdρ,v)
]
(NW) Normal Write
(σ, δ0 · (t,wrW,Ip,v ) · δ1,T) ↪→mm (σ[p← v], δ0 · δ1,T)
[
δ0
x
mm (t,wrW,Ip,v )
mm ∈ {ch, cl, ppc, tso}
]
(NR) Normal Read
(σ, δ0 · (t, rdp,ρ) · δ1,T) ↪→mm (σ, δ0 · (δ1[ρ← v]),T[ρ← v])
 σ(p) = vδ0 xmm (t, rdp,ρ)
mm ∈ {ch, cl, ppc, tso}

(EW) Write Early
(σ, δ0 · (t,wrW,I%,v ) · δ1,T) ↪→mm (σ, δ0 · (t,wr
W′,I
%,v ) · δ1,T)
[ W ⊂W ′
mm ∈ {ch, cl, ppc, tso}
]
(ER) Read Early
(σ, δ0 · (t,wrW,I%,µ ) · δ1 · (t′, rd%,ρ) · δ2,T) ↪→mm
(σ, δ0 · (t,wrW,I∪{ρ}%,µ ) · δ1 · (t′, rdρ,µ) · (δ2[ρ← µ]),T[ρ← µ])

t′ ∈ W
δ1
x
mm (t′, rd%,ρ)
δ0
x
mmSync (t′, rd%,ρ)
mm ∈ {ch, cl, ppc, tso}

(ERC) Commit Read Early
(σ, δ0 · (t, rdρ,v) · δ1,T) ↪→mm (σ, δ0 · δ1,T)
[
δ0
x
mm (t, rdρ,v)
mm ∈ {ch, cl, ppc, tso}
]
(FN) Fence
(σ, δ0 · (t, b) · δ1,T) ↪→mm (σ, δ0 · δ1,T)
[
δ0
x
mm (t, b)
mm ∈ {cl, ppc, tso}
]
Figure 5 A high-level semantics for the Java cookbook (induced by Power).
of them have placeholder values we know that they could not conflict since Ptr ∩ Vptr = ∅.
Therefore, all the conditions requiring % = %′ or % ∈ PlHold as a precondition do not apply
if one memory access is volatile and the other is not. The commutativity predicate of the
cookbook-high language is thus:
δ
x
ch (t,mo) ⇐⇒ ∀ (t′,mo′) ∈ δ, ¬(t′,mo′) #J (t,mo) and t = t′ ⇒ ¬(mo′#chmo)
Figure 5 shows the rules capturing memory model behavior for cookbook-high. These
rules are only concerned with the memory, and follow a judgment of the form
(σ, δ,T) ↪→ch (σ
′, δ′,T′)
where the arrow is annotated with the memory model relation (defining a corresponding
commutativity) being considered. Notice that many of the rules in Figure 5 concern multiple
memory models. Now we are only concerned with the ones that refer to ch (i.e. all but
(FN)). The rule (SC) simply establishes that a conditional speculation operation, whose
condition has been validated (i.e. tttρ or effρ ) can be removed from the temporary store when
it reaches the front. Note that the placeholder substitution operation does not eliminate
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the placeholder (i.e. tρ[ρ← v] = tvρ as opposed to tv) since we need to keep record of the
placeholder value for the definition of commutativity. The rule (VW) and which refers to
a volatile write is identical to the write rule for SC of Figure 4. It reflects the fact that
volatile writes have SC semantics in cookbook-high. The rules (VR) and (VRC), which can
always be applied immediately one after the other, mimic the read rule of Figure 4, again
reflecting the fact that volatile reads are always satisfied from the memory, and have SC
semantics. However, unlike in Figure 4 the (VR) rule does not directly remove the read
operation (t,vrdp,ρ), instead replacing it with the “read mark” memory operation (t,vrdρ,v)
where v is the current value of p in the store. This read mark memory operation can then
(perhaps immediately) be removed by rule (VRC) to mimic the SC read rule. Thus, the
read mark operation serves as a marker indicating that a read operation, say vrdp,ρ has
been performed (i.e. the value has been queried from the memory), and the placeholder
ρ has been substituted by the value v, but the operation has not yet been removed from
the temporary store, instead simply replaced for vrdρ,v which through the commutativity
predicate might limit the applicability of subsequent memory operations in the temporary
store. Clearly, this marker is unnecessary for volatile references. We include it to simplify
the simulation argument between cookbook-high and cookbook-low (presented in the next
section). On the contrary, for normal references rdρ,v is used to limit the commutativity of
subsequent operations.10
Rules(NW) and (NR) represent the commitment of a normal reference write and read,
resp. These rules resemble their SC counterparts, except that the write operation wrW,Ip,v
might have been propagated to other threads (the threads in the W set) and it might have
already been used to satisfy some reads in the temporary store early (the reads whose
placeholders are in I). Otherwise this rule is identical to the SC version up to the new
definition of the commutativity predicate (xch). Similarly, a read that has not yet been
performed (through a read-early action (ER)) can be performed, querying the store, as long
as it commutes with all other operations in the temporary store before it.
Perhaps the most interesting rules are (EW) and (ER) for early-writes and early-reads.
Recall that a write can be prematurely propagated to certain threads (i.e. before reaching
the store). The component W of a memory write operation is a set of thread IDs that can
immediately see this write in the temporary store. The (EW) rule extends the set to new
threads. To be able to use these writes that are propagated through the temporary store, the
rule (ER) can reduce a read action rd%,ρ by substituting the placeholders ρ that it generated
by the value (or placeholder) written by the propagated write. As it is the case in (VR) the
action does not immediately disappear from the temporary store, but a marker is added, with
the placeholder that was substituted and the value (or placeholder) that it was substituted
with. This marker is important because a read action can prevent the commutativity of
subsequent operations, and if we were to simply remove it we lose that information. Moreover
we note that the placeholder of the original read (ρ) is added to the set I of reads that were
fulfilled early by the matching write. This again, is to preserve commutativity constraints as
discussed above. To end this case we notice that one of the side-conditions of (ER) requires
that δ0
x
mmSync (t′, rd%,ρ) which considers only the synchronization operations of δ0 and for
ch is defined as:
δ0
x
chSync (t′, rd%,ρ) ⇐⇒ ∀(t′,mo) ∈ δ0,¬(mo ∈ {vrd,vrd, lk`})
Thus, the read action (t′, rd%,ρ) should not bypass synchronization actions by t′ in δ0 (i.e.,
10 In this sense, it plays a fundamental role in the definition of Power barriers.
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in the temporary store before the write). This is because synchronization actions in δ0
performed by t′ could prevent the execution of the read (for example a pending volatile read
by t′). The final rule (ERC) is similar to (NR) and serves to eliminate read markers from
the temporary store.
The final judgment below is the obvious composition between the intra-thread semantics
of Figure 3 and the memory semantics defined in this section.
Composed Semantics
(σ, δ,T) mo−−→
t
(σ′, δ′,T′) or (σ, δ,T) ↪→
mm
(σ′, δ′,T′)
(σ, δ,T) mm=⇒ (σ′, δ′,T′)
As an example, let us reconsider the program motivating store-atomicity that we saw
in section 2 in the syntax of cookbook-high where we use tuples as possible values.
p := p′ ‖ let x = !p in x := p ‖ let x = !p
′ in
let y = !x in (x, y)
If we use thread names t0, t1 and t2 for these threads we observe that by executing them in
order we can reach a configuration with a temporary store of the form
(t0,wrp,p′) · (t1, rdp,ρ) · (t1,wrρ,p′) · (t2, rdp′,ρ′) · (t2, rdρ′,ρ′′)
Then by a (EW) rule in the write of t0 we can extend the visibility to t1, and use (ER) in
the read by t1 obtaining
(t0,wr{t0,t1},{ρ}p,p′ ) · (t1, rdρ,p′) · (t1,wrp′,p) · (t2, rdp′,ρ′) · (t2, rdρ′,ρ′′)
We can now repeat these steps for the write of t1 extending their visibility to t2.
(t0,wr{t0,t1},{ρ}p,p′ ) · (t1, rdρ,p′) · (t1,wr{t1,t2},{ρ
′}
p′,p ) · (t2, rdρ′,p) · (t2, rdp,ρ′′)
And now we can see that the last read (t2, rdp,ρ′′) can proceed with a (NR) rule, and since
the write (t0,wr{t0,t1},{ρ}p,p′ ) has not been made visible to t2, this read will return the default
value in memory (assumed to be NULL). This is a behavior that is possible in Power, and
we propagate for normal variables in cookbook-high.
JMM Guarantees
The semantics of the JMM [17, 19] is defined in terms of a justification procedure which
commits actions of a hypothetical execution one by one. This semantic style is very different
from the operational one introduced in this section. However, we have proved (in Appendix C
of the extended version of this paper [22]) that every execution of cookbook-high corresponds
to a legal execution of the JMM as redefined by [19].
I Theorem 1. All the executions of cookbook-high as per the semantics presented in this
section can be justified as per the formalization of the JMM of [19].
Proof. (Sketch) Space limitations preclude us from presenting the formal definition of the
JMM as presented in [19].11 While the semantics of Cookbook-High is operational, and
events are generated as the program is executed, the semantics of the JMM is axiomatic. In
11The definition and full proof can be found in the appendix of the extended version of this paper [22].
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Table 4 Cookbook-Low Conflict Relation (#cl).
1st\2nd rdp′ rdρ′ rdρ′ wrp′ wrρ′
rdp p = p′ #
rdρ # #
rdρ
wr_,Ip p = p′ # ρ′ ∈ I p = p′ #
wrρ # # # # #
mo ∈ {rd, rd} ⇒
{
mo # 〈ld|_〉 &
〈_|ld〉 # mo
wr # 〈st|_〉 & 〈_|st〉 # wr
b # b′
the JMM, assuming a hypothetical execution ξ one justifies the execution with a series of
steps that – using other executions – justify each of the actions in ξ. Our proof consists of a
process to justify a final execution ξ, but in our treatment, the final execution is not known
ahead of time. Instead, we justify steps as they happen, and show that if the operational
semantics of Cookbook-High makes progress, all of the generated steps can be justified. We
show that axioms that each time a step of Cookbook-High happens, it can be committed
by the axioms of the JMM, meaning that all the Cookbook-High actions are permisible
actions of the JMM. This argument extended to full traces guarantees the statement of the
theorem. J
This result is not surprising since the semantics of cookbook-high is much more restrictive
than the intended semantics of the JMM. As a corollary we obtain that the guarantees that
are respected by the JMM [5, 19] also hold for us.
I Corollary 2 (JMM properties). The following properties hold for Cookbook-High:
Cookbook-High respects the DRF guarantee.
Cookbook-High prevents out-of-thin-air reads.
The projection of the semantics of cookbook-high to volatile variables and locks respects
the SC semantics.
Proof. (Sketch) This proof is an immediate consequence of the previous theorem, and the
fact that all of these properties hold for the JMM [19]. J
This is a consequence of the theorem above and [19]. Moreover, cookbook-high provides SC
semantics for volatile variables and locks (with respect to each other). The results above are
some fundamental requirements that the JMM should satisfy [17]. We emphasize that the
non-trivial proof of the theorem above can be found in Appendix C of the extended version
of the paper [22].
5 Cookbook-Low: Definition, Compilation, Simulation
We now present the intermediate representation of [15] as the cookbook-low language
of Figure 2. Our first result is that the semantics of cookbook-low simulates the semantics of
cookbook-high if the rules presented in Table 5 are respected when compiling from cookbook-
high to cookbook-low. These rules indicate that in-between any two memory accesses by the
same thread at the cookbook-high level, there must be a barrier between the corresponding
memory accesses in the cookbook-low level as indicated by that cell in the table mediating
them. We omit the reference name, and other parameters of memory operations since they
are unnecessary. Similarly, operations rd and vrd, which are not directly emitted by threads
are omitted, but their constraints are similar to those of rd and vrd, resp.
The main differences between cookbook-high and cookbook-low are that:
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Table 5 Cookbook-High to Cookbook-Low Barriers (H-L).
1st\2nd rd wr vrd vwr lk`′ ul`′
rd 〈l|s〉 〈l|s〉
wr 〈s|s〉 〈s|s〉
vrd 〈l|l〉 〈l|s〉 〈l|l〉 〈l|s〉 〈l|l〉 〈l|s〉
vwr 〈s|l〉 〈s|s〉 〈s|l〉 〈s|s〉
lk` 〈l|l〉 〈l|s〉 〈l|l〉 〈l|s〉 〈l|l〉 〈l|s〉
ul` 〈s|l〉 〈s|s〉 〈s|l〉 〈s|s〉
1. In cookbook-low there are no volatile references. Hence, we collapse the set Vptr of
cookbook-high into Ptr . If PtrH denotes the set of normal references at the cookbook-high
level, and PtrL the set of normal references at cookbook-high, then Vptr ∪ PtrH ⊆ PtrL.
Recall cookbook-high require that PtrH ∩ Vptr = ∅, and therefore in cookbook-low there
should be no confusion when considering Vptr as being part of PtrL.
2. The cookbook-low semantics includes barrier operations defined by Synccbl as given
in Figure 2. These barriers impose the obvious conflict relation with respect to other
memory accesses of the same thread.
The semantics of the memory component of cookbook-low uses the conflict relation #cl
of Table 4 to define commutativity. All the rules of Figure 5 not involving volatile references
(that is (VW), (VR) and (VRC)) apply to cookbook-low. The only rule that was not
explained in the previous section is (FN), which simply dictates when a barrier operation
can be removed from the temporary store.
5.1 Compilation
Following [15] we specify sufficient conditions to enforce the cookbook-high semantics, which
in turn is a conservative approximation of the JMM. Table 5 indicates for each cell which
barrier – if any – has to be inserted in between the cookbook-low memory accesses that
implement the corresponding cookbook-high memory accesses. We use Table 5 as a function
with two arguments corresponding to the first and second memory operation, with the result
depicted within the corresponding cell, which we will write as H-L (mo,mo′) = b. Therefore
we write H-L (mo,mo′) = b if the cell in row mo and column mo′ contains a barrier b.
Below we present an intuitive statement of our main theorem relating programs of
Cookbook-High and Cookbook-Low. The formal statement, and its proof are relegated to
the Appendix A of the extended version of this paper [22].
I Theorem 3 (Cookbook-Low simulates Cookbook-High). Given thread systems, TH of
Cookbook-High and TL of Cookbook-Low related by related by the function induced by Table 5.
Each time that a thread in the system TL can take a step by the composed semantic, the
thread system TH can take a similar step leading to related configurations.
Proof Sketch. The proof is based on the construction of a simulation relation between
configurations of Cookbook-High and Cookbook-Low. In a nutshell, normal variables in
Cookbook-High correspond to identical variables in Cookbook-Low, whereas volatile variables
in Cookbook-High are mapped into normal variables of Cookbook-Low. The stores of both
configurations are the same, and the temporary stores are strongly related, where the relation
takes into account the effects that the barriers imposed by Table 5 have on the shape of
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x86(〈l|l〉) = skip
x86(〈l|s〉) = skip
x86(〈s|s〉) = skip
x86(〈s|l〉) = mfence
Figure 6 x86 Compilation Strategy.
PPC(〈l|l〉) = sync
PPC(〈l|s〉) = lwsync
PPC(〈s|s〉) = lwsync
PPC(〈s|l〉) = sync
Figure 7 PPC Compilation Strategy.
the Cookbook-Low temporary store w.r.t. the shape of the corresponding Cookbook-High
temporary store. Finally, the program code of Cookbook-High and Cookbook-Low are related
by an auxiliary well-compiled relation which enforces that fences have been added to the
Cookbook-Low programs in accordance with Table 5.
As in any backward simulation, the proof strategy consists in a case analysis of all the
possible Cookbook-Low step, showing that starting in related Cookbook-Low and Cookbook-
High configurations, a new Cookbook-High configuration can be reached by executing zero
or more steps in the Cookbook-High semantics. J
This means that any behavior produced by the Cookbook-Low configuration can also
be produced by the Cookbook-High configuration, proving that Table 5 induces a correct
compilation from Cookbook-High to Cookbook-Low.
6 x86 and Power Simulation
In this section, we present the semantics of the x86 and Power architectures in our core
language. These definitions are inspired by [21, 24].
6.1 x86
To define the semantics of x86 it suffices to consider Figure 5 where the commutativity
relation variable xmm is instantiated with xtso induced by the conflict relation #tso below.
mo #tso mo′ ⇐⇒ (mo 6= wr) ∨ (mo 6= rd) ∨ (mo = wrp ∧ mo′ 6= rdp)
Moreover, we require that the write-early rule (EW) cannot propagate a write (t,wrW,I% ) to
a set W larger than {t}. In other words, writes can only be read early by the thread that
emitted them (in essence modeling the store-buffers of TSO [21]). Finally, we have only one
barrier instruction that imposes the following orderings.
wr #tso mfence mfence #tso rd mfence #tso mfence
The implementation of the cookbook-low barrier operations in x86 is given in Figure 6.
We say that an x86 command cx is well-compiled w.r.t. to a cookbook-low source command
cL if cx is obtained from cL by substituting all the barrier operations according to Figure 6.
A similar definition relates a x86 temporary store δx and a cookbook-low temporary store δL.
I Theorem 4 (Cookbook-Low to x86 Simulation). Given a thread system TL in cookbook-low,
an x86 thread system obtained from TL by substituting the barriers according to Figure 6.
This substitution establishes a simulation between their x86 and cookbook-low semantics.12
12The proofs of this section are embedded in the text in the extended version [22].
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In combination with Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 we obtain an end to end argument for the
rules of the cookbook.
6.2 Power
Power is the weakest architecture considered in this paper, and the motivation for the write
atomicity relaxation in the cookbook-high language semantics. The semantics of Power is
defined in Figure 5 where we instantiate the memory model to ppc (i.e. we consider the xppc
reordering relation).
We allow all normal memory operations of the same thread to commute in Power as long
as they respect the constraints imposed by the minimal conflict #J , with the additional
constraint that read operations to the same reference cannot be reordered (i.e. rdp #ppc rdp).
Unlike the barriers we have considered thus far, Power barriers can impose global constraints
that order and add visibility restrictions on operations of different threads. This is referred
to in [23] and in [24] as cumulativity effects.
We first introduce the constraints imposed on xppc by the sync barrier of Power encoded in
the conflict relation#ppc, where we implicitly assume that barrier operations conflict with each
other. (t,wr) #ppc (t, sync) #ppc (t,wr) (7)
(t, rd) #ppc (t, sync) #ppc (t, rd) (8)
(t, rd) #ppc (t, sync) #ppc (t, rd) (9)
(t,wrW∪{t′},I) #ppc (t′, sync) (10)
Notice that Equation 9 imposes strong ordering constraints between sync operations and
reads that perhaps have been performed early. More importantly, Equation 10 reflects a
conflict between a write in thread t, which is visible to thread t′, and a subsequent sync by
t′. In this sense, sync is a very strong barrier, because it imposes ordering between any two
operations of the same thread, and moreover, imposes ordering between the write operations
that have been made visible to a thread, and the thread’s own operations.
A much weaker barrier is lwsync, whose conflict and commutativity relations we define
below. Unlike sync, the commutativity of lwsyncmight depend on a number of prior operations
performed by the thread before (in particular w.r.t. the action rd as we shall see). Therefore,
the last rule below (14) is simply stated in terms of commutativity (xppc) instead of conflict
(#ppc).
(t,wr) #ppc (t, lwsync) #ppc (t,wr) (11)
(t, rd) #ppc (t, lwsync) & (t, rd) #ppc (t, lwsync) (12)
t = t′ or t′ ∈ W ⇒ (t,wrW,I) #ppc (t′, lwsync) (13)
δ = δ′ · (t′, lwsync) · δ3 &
δ′ = δ0 · (t,wrW∪{t
′},I∪{ρ′}
%,µ ) · δ1 · (t′, rdρ′,µ) · δ2 &
¬(δ0 xppc (t,wrW∪{t
′},I∪{ρ′}
%,µ ))
⇒ ¬(δ xppc (t′, rd%′,µ′)) (14)
Notice that lwsync does allow the commutativity of (t,wrp) · (t, lwsync) xppc (t, rdp′) if p 6= p′.
In other words, it does not prevent write-read reorderings (which is a typical capability of
the TSO memory model). Secondly, we remark that Equation 13 is slightly stronger than the
formalization of lwsync proposed in [24] (we follow [8]). However, as has been argued in [8],
the behaviors that are not considered by this strengthening of lwsync have not been observed
in the actual machines as reported by [24, 8, 3]. Finally, and perhaps the most complicated
rule is given in Equation 14. This rules relates the constraints of an lwsync in between a
(t′, rd) operation and a (t′, rd) operation. The rule states that the second read action can
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only commute with the preceding temporary store if the write that the early-read action saw
(i.e. (t,wrW∪{t
′},I∪{ρ′}
%,µ )) is in condition to be immediately performed (the rule is stated as a
contrapositive). It is precisely this behavior of lwsync that enables IRIW behavior even if
lwsync barriers are present between the reads of the reader threads (see [8]).
We have presented the compilation rules for the barriers in cookbook-low shown in Figure 7.
We notice that compared to [15] we have replaced the compilation of the barrier 〈l|l〉 from
lwsync to sync. To see why this is necessary, consider the compiled version of the IRIW
example, where all references are volatile. We obtain the following program.
[
p := tt
] ‖ [ p′ := tt ] ‖
 let x = !p inlwsync ;
let y = !p′ in (x, y)
 ‖
 let x = !p′ inlwsync ;
let y = !p in (x, y)

This program produces the relaxed behavior resulting in (tt,ff ) for both threads, assuming
that initially we have that p and p′ hold ff in the store. We have tested a litmus Java
example program, which contains only volatiles, in a Power V7 machine, and had been able
to reproduce the relaxed behavior, which is clearly unacceptable according to [17], since
volatiles have SC semantics. Moreover, this is a data-race-free program that violates the
DRF-guarantee.
I Theorem 5 (Cookbook-Low to Power Simulation). Given a thread system TL in cookbook-low,
a Power thread system is obtained from TL by substituting the barriers according to Figure 7.
This substitution establishes a simulation between their Power and cookbook-low semantics.
About Power’s lwsync
The semantics of lwsync considered in [24] is slightly weaker that the one considered here.
In particular, an example where these two differ is presented in [24] under the name R01,
which uses lwsync. Under that weaker interpretation of lwsync, Figure 7 would have to
compile 〈s|s〉 into a sync for Power instead of the weaker lwsync. Unsurprisingly, that is the
recommended implementation of sequentially consistent loads and stores in [6]. We clarify
that this is only required for the implementation of volatile memory accesses (which are a
lot less prevalent than normal memory accesses). Therefore this is unlikely to degrade the
performance dramatically, and we could adopt it as a safe default. Theorem 5 is evidently
true under this modification. This may or may not be considered an error in [15], according
to the interpretation of lwsync chosen. According to [24] it is; however, the relaxation that is
source of the error has not been observed in practice [24], making hard to convince compiler
writers that it is necessary.
About ARM
We are tempted to make the argument that ARM is similar to Power leveraging [24].
Unfortunately [3] has found [24] to be inaccurate w.r.t. ARM. In [3] a different model is
proposed, but it is claimed that some current ARM architectures suffer from a bug, which
simply stated allows reads on the same reference to be reordered. Moreover, the new ARMv8
relaxed memory model is not yet quite well understood (see [12]). We note however that
most of the behaviors discussed in [3] w.r.t. ARM are sound for the JMM, and could easily
be incorporated into cookbook-high without affecting our proofs. Moreover, the conservative
strategy of [15], which compiles all barriers to the sync-like dmb is guaranteed to satisfy our
simulations as shown in Theorem 5.
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7 Related Work
Our work is closely based on the intuitions provided by [15], whose structure and rules
we try to follow as close as possible. We only depart from the informal description of [15]
to remediate errors. Similar to [15], [4] presents an operational definition of a low-level
language agnostic memory model, describing how the model, equipped with a notion of store
atomicity and permissible instruction reorderings, can be used to capture various kinds of
weak memory behavior.
Also related to our development is [6], where a compilation strategy for C++11 to Power
is defined and verified correct. Unlike [6], however, we do not attempt to provide a concrete
compilation strategy, instead verifying the minimal conditions required for compiling to
architectures considered in [15]. In particular, this means we that need a lingua franca to
relate the JMM and the architectures: we use the cookbook-low language for this purpose.
Moreover, the roach motel semantics of the JMM is a fundamental property that we preserve,
whereas this is not a concern in [6].
Recent efforts consider program analyses to insert fences [25, 2] to guarantee SC. We
do not consider implementing SC for Java here which would be prohibitively inefficient for
architectures like Power; recent work [18, 26] argues that the cost of ensuring end-to-end
SC may be modest, assuming particular non-standard hardware support. Other works
consider the elimination of redundant fences in weak memory systems (e.g., TSO [28, 20]).
Since [15] enforces a conservative implementation of the JMM, we believe the cookbook-low
formalization could be a starting point to consider similar results for Java (as informally
argued at the end of [15]).
8 Conclusion
We present the first formal study of the minimal conditions necessary to guarantee the correct
compilation of the JMM in different architectures as advocated by [15]. In doing so, we
identify errors in the recommended implementation of volatiles for Power, and we propose
provably correct repairs. We also define the semantics of the cookbook-low language, which
we propose as an upper bound on how strong a memory model for Java can be, while not
needing additional synchronization for the implementation of normal variables. Our work
thus puts the “cookbook for compiler writers” [15] on a sound formal footing, a much needed
exercise considering the current ongoing conversations about repairing the JMM.
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